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Message from the President
by Don Weaver
Snow is on the ground, the Holiday Season has arrived, winter activities for our participation and
planning has already started for the 2018 FOVLAP year. Our Lake Seminar held June 2, 2017,
“Pathways to Healthy Lakes”, covered various types of lakefront landscapes, new road standards to
improve stormwater runoff, examples of bioengineered stabilization projects, and a combined
cyanobacteria monitoring with AIS decontamination demonstration. On June 8, 2017, ACT 67 (HR75)
was signed into law and further supports AIS spread prevention.
Our Annual Meeting held July 24, 2017, offered a presentation on the “Clean Water Initation
Program” and a panel discussion by local Watershed Associations with support funding through the
Leahy Center Environmental Summit.
FOVLAP directors reached out to Vermont Agency of Natural Resources Secretary Julie Moore in
November to urge that Fish &Wildlife issue fines, and not warnings, to people who violate the law.
The directors were disappointed when F&W Deputy Chief George Scribner of Law Enforcement told
our September 20th Directors’ meeting that game wardens need discretion when they encounter
violations to give people time to get used to a new law. In fact, the original law is 37 years old; ACT
67 only strengthens it by requiring the removal of drain plugs, bailers, valves, and all other devices
designed to control drainage of water from the vessel while it is being transported. Additionally, ACT
67 mandates decontamination where a state-authorized hot water wash station and trained operator are
present.
In a letter to Secretary Moore, FOVLAP expressed its desire to help educate F&W and other
departments since even a tiny sprig of milfoil can root and lead to an infestation. The directors feel that
F&W does not appreciate the magnitude of the potential threat to Vermont’s clean water, and are
committed to collaborate on a solution.
There is a lot to look forward to in the coming year; Please keep a lookout for our “Spring Newsletter”
for up-to-date information and progress.

Tiny sprigs of milfoil, like these from Shadow Lake on the left, can introduce a major infestation in a
waterbody. Note the roots. The clump of milfoil and zebra mussel in the photo on the right was removed
from a boat trailer launching into Benson’s Sunset Lake July 4. The lake association is distressed that
F&W has not yet taken action against the offender, despite detailed reports from an officer of the
association who happened to intercept the violation

Agency of Natural Resources Reports on Efforts to Prevent
Spread of Aquatic Invasives to and from Lake Champlain
The Vermont Agency of Natural Resources (ANR) in a 13-page document outlined its strategies to
prevent the spread of aquatic invasive species under current legislation and concluded that no
additional legislation is required at this time to achieve its objectives. However, it noted that should
additional funding become available, the ANR would invest in more boat inspection and
decontamination stations at public access points. The report was submitted to the Vermont Senate
Committee on Natural Resources and Energy and Vermont House Committee on Natural Resources,
Fish and Wildlife on November 15.
The ANR report focused on prevention efforts at Lake Champlain because of its relatively high use
compared to other waterbodies and because it is already infested with various invasive species not yet
apparent in other Vermont lakes and ponds, such as spiny water flea, zebra mussels, and variable
leaved watermilfoil. In addition, Champlain has more than 50 other non-native aquatic species.
ANR’s key strategies at Lake Champlain are applicable around the state, most notably in educating
and engaging the public.
The report highlights the fact that spread prevention efforts are the most effective use of funds to
lessen the impact of aquatic invasive species, and therefore puts outreach and education as a top
priority. Also, the agency posts signage with the Clean-Drain-Dry-Boats message at all Stateowned access areas to Vermont waters, as well as locations owned by municipalities and the private
sector. Some signs also call out various invasive aquatics to guard against.
The watercraft inspection and decontamination stations exist at 30 waterbodies in Vermont, thanks
to the Public Access Greeter Program, and their number increases each year. In addition, the Lake
Champlain Basin Program supports inspection, staffing, and decontamination services at certain access
areas in Vermont, New York, and Quebec. The report inventories all Vermont’s prevention efforts at
Lake Champlain access points.
ANR estimates the cost of setting up new inspection and decontamination stations at $7,500$27,500, and appropriate staffing and other annual costs at $28,000-$37,000. Municipalities operate
the greeter programs and provide training and materials to participants, as well as technical support.

http://legislature.vermont.gov/assets/Legislative-Reports/2017-11-15-ANR-AquaticInvasive-Species-Report.pdf

Municipalities Can Apply for Aquatic Nuisance Control Grants
The Vermont Department of Environmental Protection expects to have roughly $400,000 available for
aquatic nuisance control, spread prevention, and outreach projects in 2018. Please be advised that
applications are due by February 9th and are now available at:
(http://dec.vermont.gov/watershed/lakes-ponds/aquatic-invasives/funding
Both
Josh
Mulhollem
(josh.mulhollem@vermont.gov)
and
Kimberly
Jensen
(kimberly.jensen@vermont.gov) are happy to assist municipal applicants with all phases of the
application process. Please don’t hesitate to reach out to either of them with questions or concerns.

Phosphorous Reduction Plan Set for Lake Memphremagog
This fall the federal and state governments collaborated on a plan to reduce the amount of
phosphorous flowing into Lake Memphremagog from Vermont, according to an article published in
The Chronicle, a weekly newspaper which covers the Northeast Kingdom. The objective reportedly is
to cut by 29 percent the 116,000 pounds that go into the lake annually. The lengthy article by Joseph
Gresser is entitled “State explains plans for Lake Memphremagog” and appeared November 15. It
quoted Ben Copans, Watershed Coordinator with the Department of Environmental Conservation, in a
presentation about the lake to about 40 people at a lakeside restaurant.
According to the article, the two governments set the maximum amount of phosphorous that sewage
treatment plants can allow into the waterbody and also agreed on a tactical basin plan to cut back on
other sources of nutrients. The lake currently averages 17 parts per billion of phosphorous when it
should have 14 parts per billion or less, Mr. Copan reportedly said. Most of the lake is in Canada
where it is deeper and therefore able to hold at 14 parts per billion; yet most of its watershed is in
Vermont.
The Clyde, Barton, and Black Rivers carry some of the phosphorous into Memphremagog which also
gets runoff from the South Bay. According to The Chronicle, “Under the new standards, treatment
plants that have output flowing into the lake will have their permits adjusted to cut the amount of
phosphorous they emit each year by 33 percent.” It quotes Copans as saying that other Vermont
waterbodies are experiencing higher nutrient levels, including Mud and Walker Ponds as well as the
following lakes: Shadow, Willoughby, Elligo, Little and Great Averill, Parker, Norton, Salem and
Seymour Lakes. He reportedly believes that lowering nutrient levels in those lakes will benefit
Memphremagog.
The tactical basin plan to cut other sources of nutrients will address storm drains, roads, and runoff
from farms. Copans reportedly said that 14 miles of buffers have been planted along streams in the
area.

How To Win a Gold Lake Wise Award
Tracey Shadday, FOVLAP vice president, had the good fortune of working with Seymour and Echo
Lakes and describes below how it took teamwork, good rapport, and good communication for them
both to reach this milestone:
Establishing a strong relationship with DEC partners, especially Amy Picotte, served as a
foundation for our efforts. When we introduced the program through our lake associations and
connected the effort with Amy, all reservations about having “the state come on my property” were
dispelled.
Rapport played a key role in the choice of a contact person from both lake associations: Peggy
Barter from Seymour Lake and Susan Czerepak from Echo served as Lake Wise leaders and used all
lines of communication to invite homeowners to the positive experience of a Lake Wise evaluation.
Information was provided to homeowners via newsletter, website, meetings and through word-ofmouth from neighbors who found it to be a positive experience.
One homeowner on Seymour Lake learned where his septic tank was after his first evaluation.
Later he had it inspected and saved thousands of dollars in expensive repair by having it cleaned out.
On a second Lake Wise evaluation, his property was certified. An Echo Lake resident was given
technical advice about how to manage stormwater on her property using rain gardens and with each
positive experience, word spread and Peggy and Susan received phone calls from interested property
owners.
A pre-evaluation visit was made by Peggy, Susan or myself to most homes for the purpose of
helping each family understand the sections of the Lake Wise evaluation tool so there would be no
surprises when a Lake Wise staff member visited. The Lake Wise leaders acted as a liaison between
the homeowner and DEC Lake Wise staff and scheduled the visits.
At Seymour, members of the Seymour Lake Association’s Water Quality Committee toured
the perimeter of their 1,732-acre lake, with a map showing lakeshore homes with a list of owners’
names. The most promising properties, those with an abundance of vegetation along the shoreline,
were contacted by a committee member and the Lake Wise process was explained.
Although the coveted Gold has been awarded, both lake associations continue to encourage
homeowners to begin the evaluation process and strive for an individual award. For more information
about the Lake Wise program, go to http://dec.vermont.gov/watershed/lakes-ponds/lakeshores-lakewise/what. To view Lake Wise information posted by these associations go to
http://seymourlake.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/SLA-2017-MAY-NEWSLETTER-Final.pdf and
http://www.echolakeassociation.net/water-quality/lake-wise/ http://livepage.apple.com/ A You-Tube
video was made to honor the collaboration and accomplishments of these lake communities and show
case lake-friendly landscaping practices that benefit the lake and property. You can view the video on
YouTube www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZuw_LWXZtk.

Lake Iroquois Installs Boat Wash Station
By Roger Crouse, FOVLAP director
Lake Iroquois, located in the four Chittenden County towns of Hinesburg, Richmond, St. George
and Williston is the closest large Vermont water body to Lake Champlain in the area. Greeter logs,
kept for eight years, show that most boats entering this lake last visited Lake Champlain. That lake
has more than 50 invasive species, both plant and animal. Lake Iroquois is infested with Eurasian
Watermilfoil, but none of the others. In order to minimize invasion of Lake Iroquois with other
invasives, the Lake Iroquois Association (LIA) applied for a grant to install a hot water, pressure wash
station at the fishing access. The application was submitted in December of 2015 to the Lake
Champlain Basin Program (LCBP) and the New England Interstate Water Pollution Control
Commission (NEIWPCC). The application was approved and the grant money appropriated in
February of 2016.
The LIA met at the Williston fishing access in December of 2015 with members of the town,
representatives of the Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation (VTDEC), and the Lake
Iroquois Recreation District (LIRD) which owns the property. In a separate meeting, LIA hired a
water resource expert in the spring of 2016 and involved the Fish & Wildlife Department to verify that
the chosen location is not on wetlands.
Once the grant was approved, we met with representatives of two other Vermont lakes (Harvey’s
Lake and Shadow Lake) with wash stations to get ideas on storage and use. With feedback also from
VTDEC, LIA ordered the wash station and accessory parts. Because of delays in receiving the grant
and because several meetings and design changes were required during 2016, the washer did not arrive
until Labor Day weekend. With no storage facility and greeters only hired through Labor Day, we
requested, and received, a grant extension to 2017. The washer was stored in a locked garage over the
winter.
During that winter, LIA contacted five manufacturing companies to find an adequate storage
facility. Perfection Motorsports, of Richmond, offered the best solution at the best price (a trailer on
wheels large enough to store the washer, accessories, and a 100-gallon water tank). In addition to
washer accessories, the grant underwrote the purchase of fire extinguishers, two fuel cans (gas for the
washer and kerosene for the water heater), locks (for doors and the trailer tongue), a second water tank
(300 gallons), hoses and signs.
All of the required equipment was on a pad next to the Lake Iroquois fishing access (created by
Dirt Tech) and ready for operation in May of 2017. Some kinks had to be worked out, but all is
operational. VTDEC trained twelve people (five greeters and seven LIA board members) in early
June of 2017 on the proper use and maintenance of the equipment. The wash station was opened for
general use one week later.
LIA held an Open House at the fishing access on Sunday, June 25, 2017 so boaters could see the
washer in operation. WCAX-TV stopped by to see the washer in operation. The Williston Observer
ran an article in the June 22nd issue to announce the open house.
VTDEC has stated that this hot water station is a model/showcase for other lake associations to
consider. The LIA is pleased with the result and appreciates the support received from both the LCBP
and NEIWPCC.

HOW YOU CAN HELP
Prevent further spread of Eurasian watermilfoil and other Invasive non- native aquatic species. Before
moving boats between waterbodies, remove all plant material from:

Discard removed material in a trash receptacle or on high, dry ground where there is no danger of
washing it into any waterbody.
Drain all water from boat, boat engine, and other equipment.
Rinse all boat parts with tap water (preferably above 140°F) or leave boat out of water and in sun for
at least five days.


Learn to identify Eurasian watermilfoil and other invasive species. Know which Vermont waters have
confirmed populations.



Get involved! Participate in the Vermont Invasive Patrollers (VIPs) and help search for Eurasian
watermilfoil and other non-native invasive species in one or more of the Vermont waterbodies.



Contact the Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation immediately (802) 828-1535 if you
think you have found a new occurrence of Eurasian watermilfoil or another nuisance plant.



Spread the word, not the plant! Public participation in Eurasian watermilfoil control and
prevention is essential to the success of the management control program.



Purchase an Aquatic Invasive Species sticker to show your support for the issue, help fund
control and spread prevention activities, and spread awareness of aquatic nuisance species.
Find out where to buy one at www.VTWaterQuality.org

Two Lakes Earn the Gold Lake Wise Award!
Check out the YouTube Video
The Echo and Seymour Lake shoreland owners are
setting the pace to protect and restore native species along their
shores while preventing stormwater and erosive property runoff
to the lake. After decades of unchecked development along
Vermont shorelands, Vermont lakes need this rapid response
from shoreland owners to help maintain good water quality
trends and protect sensitive wildlife habitat. This year Echo
Lake in East Charleston received the FIRST GOLD LAKE
WISE AWARD, which means that 15 percent of the shoreland
owners have participated in the Lake Wise Program to learn
about lake-friendly practices. Congratulations to the Echo Lake
community for achieving the Gold Lake status! Only a few
weeks later, neighboring Seymour Lake in Morgan was the
second lake to earn the Gold Lake Wise Award
.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZuw_LWXZtk

The Simsarians on Echo Lake in
Charleston earn the Lake Wise Award for
their exemplary lake-friendly shoreland

Lake Wise Practices Benefit Properties and Lakes in 2017
A U.S. Environmental Protection Agency study found 80% of Vermont lakes and ponds were in poor
or fair condition because of degraded lakeshore and nearshore habitat due to extensive clearing and too
many lawns near the water. The State enacted the Shoreland Protection Act and implemented the Lake
Wise Program to address the issues. Below Amy Picotte, Lake Wise Coordinator, showcases
successful projects this year around the state.
● The Lake Raponda community in Wilmington collaborated to install an erosion control project to
protect the Town Beach and lake. There is still work to do at the Raponda Town Recreational Area to
control more of the upland runoff, but for starters, fiber coir rolls and plantings, installed by the
Vermont Youth Conservation Corps (VYCC), have stabilized what had been chunks of grass slumping
off the shore and washing into the lake (lawns along the shore are not good for the property or the lake
because they don’t filter runoff or have roots to grip the bank). Coir fiber is made from coconut husks
and often used to make ropes and matting.

Before and after photos of the erosion control project using fiber coir rolls and plantings along
the Town Beach at Raponda Lake in Wilmington.

● Sand is not stable, especially in man-made beach areas. Like Raponda Beach, the Town Beach at
Shadow Lake in Glover was washing into the lake, eroding the beach area and degrading water
quality and shallow water habitat. Simply adding more sand to the beach is not a sustainable or
ecological solution. To protect the beach and lake, upland storm water treatments were installed
including plantings along the slope between the road and the recreational area, waterbars in the
pathway to the beach, and two rain gardens to help absorb and infiltrate upland runoff.

Rain garden at Shadow Beach in Glover helps treat road runoff and protect water quality.

● Ever since Champion International Paper sold off its land in 1998 around Maidstone Lake in the
Northeast Kingdom, there has been a surge in private shore land development. The new Shoreland
Protection Act Regulation is helping steer permitted projects, for clearing vegetation and increasing
impervious surfaces (the two triggers for a Shoreland Permit), towards managing the inevitable
increase in stormwater. However, for
homeowner projects not necessarily needing
permits, the Lake Wise Program offers all
shoreland owners technical assistance in
Best Management Practices to protect the
shoreland property, water quality and
wildlife habitat. Recently, Maidstone
shoreland owners have participated in the
Lake Wise effort overseen by the Essex
County NRCD and the Northwoods
Stewardship Center to improve the use of
shoreland best management practices. These
BMPs included installing structural
techniques, like waterbars in driveways to
Stable, infiltration steps at Maidstone Lake
slow and dissipate the runoff, and
infiltration stairs to create stable permeable pathways. And, several non-structural BMPs of native
plantings have increased the storm resiliency on properties while providing filtration, bank stability,
and wildlife benefits.

● Brighton State Park on Island Pond received a permeable ADA compliant, meandering pathway
through a bioengineered stabilized shore of fiber coir rolls and encapsulated soil lifts held together
with hundreds of newly planted native species. Agency of Natural Resources’ engineers designed this
beautiful ecological plan according to Department of Forest and Parks needs and the Lake Wise
criteria.

Before and after photos of the bioengineering shoreland project at Brighton State Park on Island Pond Encapsulated soil lifts and fiber coir rolls were installed to stabilize an eroding bank.

● The largest shoreland project took two weeks to complete along Lake Bomoseen at Cedar
Mountain Road in Castleton. The Vermont Agency of Transportation’s Better Roads Program
funded the Town of Castleton to use bioengineering to stabilize 300 feet of an eroding shore between
the lake and the road. With help from GEI Consultants out of Michigan, an encapsulated soil lift
design was installed by the Castleton Road Crew, the VYCC and Northwoods Stewardship Crews, and
many volunteers who wanted to learn more about these ecologically friendly stabilization methods.
To learn how you can make a positive difference on your shore and participate in Lake Wise, contact
Amy Picotte at the DEC Lakes and Ponds Program. Amy.Picotte@vermont.gov

Tiers of encapsulated soil lifts restore and stabilize the shore at Cedar Mountain Road along the lake.
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